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Abstract 
 
 
 This document describes reprocessing of data collected with the University of Wisconsin (UW) 
Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) prototype at the U.S. Department of Energy 
Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program’s Southern Great Plains (SGP) Cloud And 
Radiation Testbed Central Facility (CART CF) during the period April 1994 through July 1995.  Two 
corrections have been applied to the downwelling atmospheric radiance observed by the AERI prototype 
during the period April 11, 1994, through April 28, 1995.  The first is a small calibration refinement that 
accounts for an improved characterization of the AERI prototype blackbodies based upon thermal 
modeling and cavity paint spectral measurements.  The second correction was required to remove the 
effect of an obstruction that was found in the AERI prototype sky field of view.  The obstruction caused 
an error of several percent of ambient radiance, substantially exceeding the AERI calibration uncertainty 
of less than about 1%.  The basis for the sky field of view obstruction correction came from coincident 
downwelling radiance data of the AERI facility instrument (AERI-01), which was first deployed to the 
SGP CART CF in April 1995.  The obstruction in the AERI prototype was removed on April 28, 1995.  
The reprocessing of data from the period April 29, 1995, through May 31, 1995, required only the smaller 
hot blackbody correction.  The real-time processing software was modified at that time such that no 
correction was required for the AERI prototype data beginning June 1, 1995, through the last full day of 
operation, July 25, 1995.   The data corrections described in this document bring the corrected AERI 
prototype (AERI-00) data in the period April 1994 through July 1995 up to a level of quality comparable 
to the AERI-01 facility instrument, though with somewhat greater absolute uncertainties. 
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1. Overview 
 
 The purpose of this document is to describe in detail the reprocessing of data collected with the 
University of Wisconsin (UW) Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) prototype at the 
U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program’s Southern Great 
Plains (SGP) Cloud And Radiation Testbed Central Facility (CART CF) during the period April 11, 1994, 
through July 25, 1995. 
 
1.1  Observations 
 
 On March 15, 1993, the UW deployed an AERI prototype to the SGP CART CF, near Billings, 
Oklahoma.  During the period March 1993 through March 1994, the AERI prototype was operated 
manually by site operators only during intensive observation periods (IOPs) until proper facilities could 
be made ready at the site to allow more continuous operation.  In December 1993, the AERI prototype 
began operation from the CART CF optical trailer through an open hole in the trailer ceiling.  Beginning 
with the Remote Cloud Sensing IOP in April 1994, the operational configuration of the AERI prototype 
in the SGP CART CF remained stable until its replacement (the AERI-01) arrived on site in April 1995.  
Milestones in the AERI prototype operations from the ARM SGP CART CF are given in Table 1.1.  A 
picture of the prototype instrument installed in the CART CF optical trailer is shown in Figure 1.1.  Note 
especially the chimney-like tube connecting the AERI prototype to an automated hatch over the open hole 
in the trailer ceiling.  The operational configuration of the AERI-01 facility instrument was designed to 
avoid the need for a similar chimney by protruding out the side of the trailer. 
 

Table 1.1.  Milestones in the AERI Prototype Operations from the ARM SGP CART CF 
 

Date Milestone 
15 March 1993 Deployment of AERI prototype to SGP CART CF 
August 1993 AERI prototype moved to Optical Trailer 
December 1993 Automated hatch with chimney installed in optical 

trailer 
Begin routine operations from optical trailer 

11 April 1994 AERI prototype setup modified slightly 
25 April 1995 AERI-01 system arrives on site 
28 April 1995 Obstruction in sky field of view (FOV) removed 

31 May 1995 
Real-time software modified to include hot blackbody 
(HBB) refinement 

25 July 1995 Final day of AERI prototype data from SGP CART 
26 July 1995 AERI prototype removed from SGP CART CF 

 
1.2 Corrections 
 
 Beginning April 26, 1995, the two UW spectral radiometers (the AERI prototype and the AERI-01) 
operated simultaneously from the SGP CART CF optical trailer until the removal of the AERI prototype 
on July 26, 1995.  During the early part of this period of instrument intercomparison it was realized that 
the AERI prototype instrument sky field of view (FOV) contained a “warm” obstruction, which partially 
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blocked the vertical view of the sky.  Using coincident measurements of the sky from the (unobstructed) 
AERI-01, a radiometric correction for the FOV obstruction has been developed (by the UW) for 
application to AERI prototype data.  In addition, some small calibration refinements to the AERI 
prototype data [referred to as the hot blackbody (HBB) correction] have been included in this algorithm in 
order to bring the data quality up to the level of the AERI-01 system.  The corrected AERI prototype data 
is referred to as AERI-00 data to indicate a level of data quality on a par with the AERI-01 facility 
instrument.  The obstruction in the AERI prototype sky FOV was physically removed on April 28, 1995.  
Details of the AERI prototype data correction algorithm (HBB and FOV obstruction) are given in 
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. 
 
1.3 Examples 
 
 The AERI instrument measures the downwelling infrared spectral radiance emitted by the atmosphere 
in the range 3.3 - 19 µm (520 - 3000 cm-1) with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm-1 (unapodized).  This 
spectral region is split into two data channels (ch1: 520-1800 cm-1 and ch2: 1800-3000 cm-1) for signal to 
noise optimization.  A 3.5-minute sky dwell is obtained every 10 minutes with views of high emissivity 
HBB and ambient blackbody (ABB) cavities interspersed between each sky view. 
 
 A typical AERI measurement of a relatively dry clear atmosphere is shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 for 
channels 1 (longwave) and 2 (shortwave), respectively.  Also shown (on an expanded scale) are the 
spectral shape, sign, and magnitude of the corrections applied to the AERI prototype data.  As these 
figures indicate, the sign of the calibration correction for the HBB and the FOV obstruction corrections 
are opposite and these corrections partially cancel one another.  However, the magnitude of the FOV 
obstruction is substantially greater than the HBB correction and is the dominant effect in the total 
correction shown.  Figures 1.4 and 1.5 illustrate the same correction for a considerably moister 
atmospheric condition, as evidenced by the relatively larger radiance in the infrared window region 
(800-1200 cm-1).  As indicated in these figures, the size of the correction is smaller (in both absolute and 
relative terms) for the clear wet (or cloudy) atmosphere than for the clear dry atmosphere.  This is because 
the FOV obstruction correction is proportional to the difference between the sky window radiance and the 
temperature (near ambient) of the obstruction itself. 
 
 Error estimates of this correction can be found in Section 3 on the FOV correction.  Comparison of 
coincident AERI-00 data and AERI-01 data are also presented in Section 4. 
 
1.4 Correction Implementation 
 
 The corrections discussed above have been implemented at the UW as an Interactive Data Language 
(IDL) procedure.  The correction script, referred to as “aeri00corr.pro” version 1.6 (August 10, 1995), is 
given in Section 5.  The algorithm has also been implemented (by Dave Turner) as a c-language 
procedure at the ARM Experiment Center.  The Experiment Center, using a routine, which corrects for 
both the sky FOV obstruction and the HBB temperature and emissivity, reprocessed the AERI prototype 
data from April 11, 1994, through April 28, 1995. 
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 The data beginning April 29, 1995, after the obstruction was physically removed, requires only the 
small correction for the HBB temperature and emissivity.  The Experiment Center also reprocessed this 
data from April 29 through May 31, 1995, using a subset of the algorithm given in Section 5. 
 
 On May 31, 1995, the AERI real-time software was modified to include the HBB correction; thus no 
correction is needed to the AERI prototype data from June 1 through the last day (July 25, 1995) that the 
AERI prototype data was obtained by the ARM data system.  The ARM Experiment Center has also 
reprocessed the AERI prototype data from this period (although no radiance corrections were required) in 
order to include certain value added products and to create a consistent data set.  The entire reprocessed 
AERI data set (April 1994 through July 1995) is available from the ARM Experiment Center upon 
request. 
 
 The AERI prototype data from March 15, 1993, through April 10, 1994, have not yet been corrected.  
The removal of any sky FOV obstruction is complicated by the lack of any coincident spectral 
observations during this period.  The best approach to be used in correction of this data is under study; 
meanwhile these data should be used with caution.  Further details are available by contacting 
Bob Knuteson at UW-Madison. 
 
 Additional information is available on the following topics: 
 

• HBB correction details (Section 2) 
 

• FOV correction details (Section 3) 
 

• AERI-00 and AERI-01 intercomparisons (Section 4) 
 

• IDL correction script (Section 5). 
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Figure 1.1.  The AERI prototype as it was configured inside the SGP CART CF optical trailer 
near Billings, Oklahoma.  The white box and the black chimney-like structure acts to insulate the 
AERI scene mirror and blackbodies from the ambient room air while providing a vertical view of 
the sky through a ceiling hatch.  The edge of the viewing hole in the white box was responsible 
for the obstruction in the sky FOV. 
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Figure 1.2.  Example of a corrected AERI observation (channel 1) for a clear, dry atmosphere 
(March 10, 1995, 05:30 Universal Time Coordinate (UTC), SGP CART site near Billings, 
Oklahoma).  The upper panel contains the corrected AERI observation.  The second panel from 
the top contains the HBB correction spectrum.  The third panel contains the FOV correction 
spectrum.  The bottom panel contains the total correction, which incorporates both of the 
previous two corrections. 
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Figure 1.3.  Example of a corrected AERI observation (channel 2) for a clear, dry atmosphere 
(March 10,1995, 05:30 UTC, SGP CART site near Billings, Oklahoma).  The upper panel 
contains the corrected AERI observation.  The second panel from the top contains the HBB 
correction spectrum.  The third panel contains the FOV correction spectrum.  The bottom panel 
contains the total correction, which incorporates both of the previous two corrections. 
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Figure 1.4.  Example of a corrected AERI observation (channel 1) for a clear, moist atmosphere 
(March 22, 1995, 05:30 UTC, SGP CART site near Billings, Oklahoma).  The upper panel 
contains the corrected AERI observation.  The second panel from the top contains the HBB 
correction spectrum.  The third panel contains the FOV correction spectrum.  The bottom panel 
contains the total correction, which incorporates both of the previous two corrections. 
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Figure 1.5.  Example of a corrected AERI observation (channel 2) for a clear, moist atmosphere 
(March 22, 1995, 05:30 UTC, SGP CART site near Billings, Oklahoma).  The upper panel 
contains the corrected AERI observation.  The second panel from the top contains the HBB 
correction spectrum.  The third panel contains the FOV correction spectrum.  The bottom panel 
contains the total correction, which incorporates both of the previous two corrections. 
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2. Hot Blackbody Cavity Correction 
 
 In order to understand the HBB cavity correction, it is useful to review the characteristics of the 
blackbodies being used.  Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of the blackbody cavity used in the AERI 
prototype.  The cavity is symmetric about the central axis of the blackbody with the middle section of the 
body wrapped with heating coils to produce a constant input heat source.  The inside of the blackbody is 
coated with paint (Chemglaze Z306 flat black) that is black in the visible and the infrared.  Temperatures 
are monitored at three locations:  two around the cylindrical portion of the blackbody (referred to as top 
and bottom), and one at the apex of the cavity cone.  The radiometric calibration of the spectral sky 
emission requires knowledge of both the effective cavity temperature and effective cavity emissivity.  The 
HBB correction described here simply reflects an adjustment to the effective cavity temperature and 
emissivity based upon a more thorough analysis of the blackbody characteristics that was conducted at the 
UW since the deployment of the AERI prototype system at the SGP CART site in March 1993. 
 
 The current model for the HBB effective cavity temperature is based upon weighting of the available 
temperature monitoring points in the form 
 
 apexapexbotbottoptophbb T W+ T W+ TW=T •••  (2.1) 

 

where Thbb is the effective cavity temperature used in radiometric calibration, Thbb, Tbot, and Tapex are the 
measured temperatures at the top, bottom, and apex monitoring points, and Wtop, Wbot, and Wapex are the 
respective relative weighting factors (i.e., Wtop+Wbot+Wapex = 1).  The weights, W, are deduced from a 
geometrical analysis of the cavity, which makes use of the overlap of the actual AERI FOV as projected 
onto the inside cavity surface, and the linear temperature gradient, which thermal modeling indicates 
between the top (or bottom) monitoring point and the cone apex.  Since the AERI FOV is centered along 
the axis of the blackbody and assuming thermal symmetry about the axis, the top and bottom weights 
must be equal (i.e., Wtop = Wbot).  The relative weighting of the apex compared to the top (or bottom) 
monitoring points is obtained by equal weighting of the emitting area for each field angle of the AERI 
FOV.  This is an approximation, which ignores the reflected contribution from the rest of the cavity.  It is 
sufficiently valid because of the small thermal gradient in the cavity and the high paint emissivity.  Given 
the size of the AERI prototype blackbodies and the AERI prototype FOV diameter at the entrance to the 
blackbodies one obtains the following weights:  Wtop = Wbot = 0.107, Wapex = 0.786.  The temperatures, T, 
in Eq. (2.1) are intended to represent measured temperatures at the top, bottom, and apex of the blackbody 
cavity obtained at the time of the HBB view.  Unfortunately, the apex temperature was not recorded in the 
AERI prototype data stream (unlike the final AERI system where all three temperatures are recorded 
simultaneously).  However, the gradient between top (or bottom) and the apex was measured in the lab 
under conditions consistent with the operating environment at the SGP CART CF.  Note that one side 
effect of the AERI prototype set up inside the optical trailer was that the ambient air temperature 
surrounding the HBB was maintained within a few degrees of 20 °C at all times.  Therefore the HBB 
gradient measured in the lab has been used as an offset to the temperature that was previously used in the 
calibration (Ttop) to obtain an estimate of Tapex (i.e., Tapex = Ttop - Gradient).  The temperature gradient used  
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in the correction was 0.24 °C.  Taking the relative weights into account, the actual effective temperature 
correction made to the AERI prototype HBB temperature is Tnew = Toriginal - Gradient*Wapex = Toriginal - 
0.1886 °C. 
 
 The effective cavity emissivity is obtained from a measurement of the paint emissivity on a flat 
surface and a calculation that accounts for the multiple internal reflections inherent in the cavity design.  
The paint emissivity was obtained from several witness samples of the paint applied to flat squares of 
aluminum at the same time that the cavity blackbodies were painted.  These witness samples were sent to 
Labsphere, Inc., North Sutton, New Hampshire, who obtained the results represented in Figure 2.2.  It is 
believed that the main spectral variation of the emissivity is due to a contribution of the undercoat seen 
through the black overcoat.  The earlier estimate of emissivity used a constant value in each AERI 
channel (pν = 0.946 in channel 1, [500, 1800 cm-1], and pν = 0.921 in channel 2, [1800, 3000 cm-1]) 
chosen to match the paint emissivity in the atmospheric window regions where the effect on AERI 
calibration is greatest.  The revised emissivity estimate is shown as a smooth fit to the measured paint 
emissivity and now includes the spectral dependence of the emissivity. 
 
 Given the paint emissivity, pν, the cavity emissivity, eν, is given by 
 

 
)p1(fp

p
e

νν

ν
ν −+

=  (2.2) 

 
where Cf = 1/f  is the cavity factor.  Using the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Tech Report No. 32-1463 
(C.L. Sydnor) the cavity factor computed for the AERI blackbody is 12.79.  The earlier estimate of paint 
emissivity led to the use of the following constant cavity emissivities; eν = 0.9956 in channel 1, and 
eν = 0.9933 in channel 2.  Use of the spectrally dependent emissivity shown in Figure 2.2 makes small but 
important improvements to the calibrated radiance over the earlier use of a constant emissivity in each 
AERI channel. 
 
 The procedure used to correct the calibrated AERI prototype radiance to account for a change in the 
HBB effective temperature and emissivity uses the calibration equation 
 
 [ ] )T(B)T(B)T(BQN abbabbhbb ννννν +−∗=  (2.3) 

 
rewritten in the form 
 

 
[ ]

[ ])T(B)T(B

)T(BN
Q

abbhbb

abb

νν

νν
ν −

−
=  (2.4) 

 
where Nν is the calibrated sky radiance, Bν(T) is the effective Planck radiance Pν (T) including the 
emissivity eν and corresponding reflected temperature Trefl, 
 
 ( ) )T(Pe1)T(Pe)T(B reflννννν •−+•=  (2.5) 
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and Qν is the real part of the complex counts ratio 
 

 












−

−
=

νν

νν
ν abbhbb

abbsky

CC

CC
ReQ . (2.6) 

 
 The correction procedure is to compute Eq. (2.4) with the original effective temperature and 
emissivity to obtain the ratio Qν, then apply Eq. (2.3) with the new corrected effective temperature and 
emissivity to obtain the final corrected spectrum.  This procedure avoids having to compute Qν from 
Eq. (2.6), a computationally onerous task.  Instead the correction requires only information already 
available in the AERI radiance data stream. 
 
 The HBB correction was validated using data from May 2, 1995, after the obstruction in the AERI 
prototype had been physically removed, when the AERI prototype and the final AERI system (AERI-01) 
were operating simultaneously at the SGP CART site. 
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Figure 2.1.  AERI blackbody cavity cross section.  The AERI blackbodies used for radiometric calibration were designed and 
built at the UW - Madison Space Science and Engineering Center.  The temperature profiles shown in this figure are from a 
thermal model of the cavity operating at 60 °C above ambient. 
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Figure 2.2.  Paint emissivity used in AERI blackbodies.  This curve is a representation of the 
paint emissivity derived from spectral scans of witness samples by Labsphere, Inc.  The stated 
uncertainty is 2%.  Note that the cavity effect makes the blackbody effective emissivity greater 
than 0.993 for all wavelengths. 
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3. Sky Field of View Obstruction Correction 
 
 The nominal setup for the AERI prototype instrument (hereafter, AERIPROTO) at the ARM site had 
it encased in a white-painted plywood and styrofoam box which was connected to the roof opening with a 
circular tube (chimney), as shown in Figure 1.1.  A circular hole in the plywood box allowed unobstructed 
sky viewing.  Examination of the setup in April 1995 found the plywood box misaligned with the 
AERIPROTO sky view, causing part of the box to be in the FOV.  This small area blocked part of the 
incoming sky radiation while emitting Planck radiation of its own.  A more detailed investigation finds 
that the box edge also scattered sky+chimney radiation into the beam at near grazing angle, as described 
in Section 3.1.  If the true sky radiance is Nsky,v, the AERIPROTO instrument measured the radiance Nv 
given by (Eq. [3.11] from Section 3.1) 
 

    ( ) ( )eff,sky TBf
~

Nf
~

1N ννννν +−=  (3.1) 

 

where νf
~

 is the effective obstruction area, normalized to the total viewing area of the instrument, and Teff 
is the effective box temperature.  Both of these quantities are derived in Section 3.1.  The effective 
obstruction area has a wavelength dependence because it varies with the box emissivity. 
 
 The effective obstruction area can be calculated from sky measurements obtained when both the 
AERIPROTO and AERI-01 instruments operated simultaneously on April 26, 1995:  AERI-01 provided a 
measurement of Nsky,v, and AERIPROTO measured Nv.  The effective temperature of the obstruction is 
estimated to be halfway between the temperatures measured at the instrument and the top of the chimney.  

Errors associated with this temperature are described in Section 3.2.  With these known quantities, νf
~

 is 

calculated from rearrangement of Eq. (3.11) (Eq. [3.14]) 
 

    ( ) ( )
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=












−
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ν  (3.2) 

 
 This quantity is stable in time since the box was not moved during the entire time in which it partially 

obstructed the AERIPROTO sky view.  After calculating νf
~

, the true sky radiance can be estimated for 
any measurement obtained during this time period as (Eq. [3.15]) 
 

    
( )

ν

ννν
ν −

−
=

f
~

1

TBf
~

N
N eff

,sky  (3.3) 

 
 Some sample correction spectra are shown later in Figure 3.7 with estimated errors in Figure 3.8.  The 
maximum obstruction correction was 4 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in channel 1 (the longwave channel, top in 
Figures 3.1 through 3.8), and 0.3 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in channel 2 (the shortwave channel, bottom in  
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Figures  3.1 through 3.8).  The errors are conservatively estimated at <0.5 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in Channel 1, 
and <0.05 mW/m2/cm-1/sr for wavenumbers greater than 2000 cm-1.  Section 3.1 derives the correction in 
detail and Section 3.2 estimates errors. 
 
3.1 Correction 
 
 Figure 3.1 shows a typical clear-sky radiance spectrum from the AERIPROTO instrument.  The 
effects of the obstruction on the radiation properties are shown in Figure 3.2, where the AERIPROTO 
spectrum is compared to the AERI-01 spectrum.  The differences in the opaque regions are due to air 
temperature differences rather than the obstruction; AERI-01 was stationed outside, so the air surrounding 
it was at a cooler temperature than the air viewed by AERIPROTO inside the chimney. 
 
 Figure 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of the effect of the obstruction on the observed sky spectrum.  
Let Ω be the solid angle of sky the instrument would see if there were no obstruction.  The obstruction 
blocks from view a solid angle area of Ω1 + Ω2, from the underside of the box (Ω1) and the box edge (Ω2).  
The fractional obstruction areas are  f1 = Ω1/Ω, for the bottom of the box, and f2 = Ω2/Ω for the side. 
 
 The obstruction emits Planck radiation and scatters radiation in accordance with its emissivity 
characteristics:  The intensity per unit wavenumber, Rv, of radiation from the box is given by 
 
    ννννν ε−+ε= A)1()T(BR  (3.4) 
 
where Av is the radiation incident on the surface and εv  is the emissivity.  We will divide the radiation Rv 
into two parts, due to the bottom and side.  The underside of the box both emits and reflects Planck 
radiation, since it does not see sky radiation.  The Planck radiation reflected from the underside of the box 
should have a temperature close to that of the box, so Eq. (3.4) can be written 
 

    
)T(B

)T(B)1()T(BR

box

ref1,box1,1,

ν

ννννν

≈
ε−+ε=

; (3.5) 

 
that is, the effective emissivity is equal to 1.  The side of the box emits Planck radiation, and scatters into 
the AERIPROTO view a mixture of sky radiation and possibly Planck radiation from the surface of the 
chimney, all at a near-grazing angle: 
 
    )T(B)1)(a1(N)1(a)T(BR chimney,skybox2, ννννννν ε−−+ε−+ε= , (3.6) 

 
where εv is the emissivity of the side of the box, and a is the fraction of scattered light that is due to sky 
radiation. 
 
 The contributions to the measured AERIPROTO radiance, Nv, are 
 
    ( ) 2,21,1,sky21 RfRfNff1N νννν ++−−= . (3.7) 
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 The first term of the right-hand side is unobstructed sky radiance reaching the instrument; and the last 
two terms are the components from the underside and side of the box (Figure 3.3).  Substituting Eqs. (3.5) 
and (3.6) into (3.7), and rearranging gives 
 

    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )chimney,abox,a,sky TBff
~

TBfNf
~

1N νννννννν −++−= , (3.8) 

 
where 
 
    ( )21,a fff νν ε+=  (3.9) 

 
and 
 

    ( ))1(affff
~

221 νν ε−−+= . (3.10) 

 
 The values of 1f , 2f , a , and νε  are not known separately.  However, if we define a new temperature 
as a weighted mean between Tbox and Tchimmey, Eq. (3.8) simplifies to: 
 

    ( ) ( )eff,sky TBf
~

Nf
~

1N ννννν +−=  (3.11) 

 
if 
    )T(B)w1()T(wB)T(B chimneyboxeff ννν −+=  (3.12) 

 
where 

    νν= f
~

/fw ,a . (3.13) 

 
 The form of Eq. (3.11) is no more complicated than the simple case in which the obstruction emits 
Planck radiation with no scattered component; in that case, the emissivity εv is equal to 1, and it follows 

that w = 1, Teff = Tbox, and 21 fff
~ +=ν  is just the geometric obstruction area.  We will show later 

(Section 3.2) that the exact value of the temperature weighting only weakly affects the size of the 

correction.  We can think of the term νf
~

 as the effective obstruction area, which varies with wavenumber 

if the emissivity varies. 
 
 Using Eq. (3.11) to describe the AERIPROTO measured radiance allows a way to calculate the 
obstruction effect if Nsky is known.  On April 26, 1995, with both instruments operating simultaneously, 

the AERI-01 spectrum provided us with Nsky , and we can solve for νf
~

using Eq. (3.11): 

 

    ( ) ( )
950426,01AERIeff

,01AERIAERIPROTO

950426,skyeff

,sky

NTB
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NTB
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f
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ν  (3.14) 
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 The only unknown left in this equation is the effective box temperature.  We choose this to lie 
halfway between the ambient blackbody measured at the AERIPROTO instrument, and the outside 
temperature measured at the top of the chimney, since the box lies between these positions.  Both of these 
temperatures are recorded in the AERIPROTO data file header. 
 

 During three clear and stable time periods on April 26, 1995, we calculated νf
~

using Eq. (3.14) and 
derived the same fit for all three cases.  This function is shown in Figure 3.4 for the two AERI data 
channels.  Note that channel 1, the longwave channel (top of Figure 3.4), has variable emissivity.  The 
shortwave function (bottom, Figure 3.4) has more variations than we choose to fit, because they do not 

appear to be due solely to the obstruction.  As Figure 3.4 shows, the evaluation of νf
~

becomes inaccurate 

in the opaque channels because the two instruments saw different nearby-air temperatures, with 
AERIPROTO viewing about 2 meters of heated air inside the optics trailer; in effect, the substitution of 

AERI-01 radiance for Nsky is inaccurate in the opaque region.  The fit to νf
~

 in these regions is therefore an 

extrapolation from the window region.  Fortunately, the obstruction effect is smallest in the opaque 
region, as shown below, so this uncertainty should be relatively unimportant. 
 
 The effective obstruction area calculated from Eq. (3.14) depends on the true obstruction area, the 
emissivity of the box, and the fraction of scattered radiation due to sky versus chimney.  As long as the 
AERIPROTO and box remained in the same configuration, this quantity should be time independent.  

Therefore, after solving for it using the data from April 26, 1995, νf
~

 can be considered a known quantity 

and substituted into Eq. (3.11) to solve for the true sky radiance observed at all times during the period 
that the obstruction was in this configuration: 
 

    
( )

ν

ννν
ν −

−
=

f
~

1

TBf
~

N
N eff

,sky  (3.15) 

 
 As a first check, application of Eq. (3.15) to the April 26, 1995, AERIPROTO data compared to the 
AERI-01 data is shown in Figure 3.5.  The channel 1 differences are zero within the noise, except in the 
opaque regions, where the warmer path through the chimney for the AERIPROTO becomes apparent 
compared to the AERI-01 instrument which sits outside.  The channel 2 differences are less well behaved.  
However, a comparison of the two instruments after the obstruction was physically removed (Figure 3.6), 
shows similar features in the window regions, so the cause is probably due to something other than the 
obstruction.  In the example shown in Figure 3.6 the date of observation was May 2, 1995, and both 
instruments were outside, so the opaque regions agree better. 
 
 Rewriting Eq. (3.11) provides another way to view the correction: 
 

    
( )( )

ν

ννν
νν −

−=−=
f
~

1

NTB
~
f

NNCORR eff
,sky . (3.16) 
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 This calculation shows that the correction is greatest where the sky radiation deviates most from the 
Planck radiation of the box; this would be in the window region.  In the opaque region of the spectrum, 
the instrument sees a blackbody at the local air temperature, which should be close to that of the plywood 
box.  The correction should be a small offset corresponding to the difference between Planck radiation at 
two nearby temperatures.  As Figure 3.7 shows, the correction is greatest in the window region for clear 
scenes where the difference between the sky radiation (at the coldest temperatures) and the ambient 
blackbody radiation is greatest (see Figure 3.2 for comparison to the radiance spectra).  Figure 3.7 shows 
the correction under various clear-sky meteorological conditions.  The peak correction magnitude is about 
4 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in channel 1, and 0.3 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in channel 2.  Under cloudy skies, the correction 
will be smaller than this, because Nv is closer to Bv(Teff) than in the clear-sky case (Eq. [3.16]). 
 
3.2 Errors 
 
 The error in the correction is reasonably small, less than 10% of the correction itself.  The greatest 
source of error in the obstruction correction is probably the uncertainty in our knowledge of the effective 
box temperature, Teff.  This leads to uncertainty in the derivation of the effective obstruction area.  For 
example, if our guess was a few degrees warmer than the true temperature, we have overestimated the 
amount of radiation from the box, )T(B effν , and therefore underestimated the effective obstruction area 
determined from our simultaneous observations with AERIPROTO and AERI-01 (using Eq. [3.14]).  
When we apply the correction on a given date, using Eq. (3.15) or (3.16), we have the added uncertainty 
in the knowledge of Teff affecting our estimate of Bv(Teff) at the time of the observation.  The change in 
sky radiance due to these uncertainties is  
 

    eff
eff

,sky,sky
,sky T

T

N
f
~
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~

N
N ∆

∂
∂

+∆
∂

∂
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ν
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 Taking the derivatives (Eq. [3.15]) gives 
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1
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∂
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ν  (3.18) 

 

 Now we can write the uncertainty in νf
~

 due to that in obstruction temperature on the day in which the 

fit was calculated, April 26, 1995, as 
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f
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 Taking the derivative of νf
~

(Eq. 3.14)  and rearranging terms gives 

 

    
( )

( )
( )950426eff

eff950426
T

T
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BN
f
~

1f
~

f
~ ∆

∂
∂
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 Substituting this into Eq. (3.18) gives  
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 The remaining item to estimate is effT∆ .  Since the box is located between the instrument and the top 

of the chimney, the effective box temperature likely lies between the temperatures measured at these 
positions:  ABBT is the temperature of the ambient blackbody measured at the instrument, and outsideT  is the 
temperature measured at the top of the chimney.  An estimate of the temperature is 
 
    ( ) ( )outsideABBoutsideABBeff TTyTx1TxT −±−+=  (3.22) 
 
 The variable x is a weighting factor, chosen to be 0.5.  While the box is located physically closer to 
the cold blackbody, the effective temperature is weighted by some unknown value towards the top of the 
chimney, as described in Section 3.1.  The variable y allows for the random variation of the temperature, 
assuming that the weighting is not exactly constant with time.  Thus the error in temperature is 
 

    ( )( )yxTTy
y

T
x

x
T

T outsideABB
effeff

eff ∆±∆−=∆
∂

∂+∆
∂

∂≅∆  (3.23) 

 
 Substituting from Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (3.21) gives  
 
    2ERR1ERRN sky +≅∆ , (3.24) 

 
where 
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and we took the absolute value of all terms containing y∆  since this presumably varies randomly in time 
about the value zero; this will give an upper limit to the errors due to the random variations.  A 
conservative guess for y∆  is 0.2, and for x∆  is 0.5.  With 5.0x =  and 5.0x =∆ , the value of 

effeff TT ∆±  ranges TABB to Toutside, which should account for all possible temperature ranges.  Thus, both 
the ERR1 and ERR2 terms give upper limits to the error estimate. 
 
 Note that the ERR1 term (Eq. [3.25]) can be small if the conditions are similar to those on 
April 26, 1995, the night of the obstruction derivation, even if x∆  is large, as shown in Figure 3.8.  This 
says that an error in the choice of temperature weighting does not always lead to an error in the 

correction.  For example, on the night for which νf
~

was derived, TABB was 298.2 and Toutside was 293.3.  

Choosing 5.0x =  gives an effective box temperature of 295.7 .  If the correct value of x is 0, then the true 

box temperature is 298.2, higher than estimated, meaning we underestimated Bv(Teff), and therefore 

overestimated νf
~

 (Eq. [3.14]).  On a night with similar conditions, for example, April 25, 1994, we will 

again underestimate Bv(Teff) (since we are using 5.0x =  instead of the correct value of 0x = ), but since 

νf
~

 is overestimated, the errors will cancel to some extent according to Eq. (3.15) and (3.25).  On the other 

hand, this error can be relatively large in conditions very different from the night of derivation, if the 
value of x is in error.  On a hot day, TABB is cooler than Toutside.  If x should be 0 instead of 0.5, not only 

did we overestimate νf
~

 but now we are also overestimating Bv(Teff) and the correction (Eq. [3.16]) is 

larger than it should be.  This error is reflected in Eq. (3.25):  since 0TT outsideABB <− , the two terms add 
instead of partially canceling.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.8.  We picked the most extreme examples 
(dry, cool nights and hot days) to bracket the probable range of error estimates. 
 
 Based on the extreme examples shown in Figure 3.8, a conservative estimate of the errors in the 
obstruction correction is <0.5 mW/m2/cm-1/sr in channel 1, and <0.05 mW/m2/cm-1/sr for wavenumbers 
greater than 2000 cm-1.  Our error estimate is an upper bound to the error since the obstruction remained 
unchanged during the period over which the correction applies. 
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Figure 3.1.  Average of 17 spectra obtained on April 26, 1995, during the time period 5.7  to 
7.9 hours UTC.  The radiance units here and throughout this document are mW/m 2/cm-1/sr.  The 
top plot is the longwave, channel 1, radiance; bottom is shortwave, channel 2. 
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Figure 3.2.  Difference spectra between the two instruments on April 26, 1995, showing 
the effect of the obstruction.  For both instruments, 17 spectra taken during a stable clear 
period from 5.7 to 7.9 hours UTC are averaged.  In the window regions (750-1250 cm-1, 
2000-2200 cm-1, 2400-3000 cm-1), the difference spectrum shows the radiation from the 
obstruction, which resembles a Planck function.  The differences in the opaque regions are 
due to temperature differences in the nearby air surrounding the two instruments (AERIPROTO 
is inside a building and AERI-01 is outside), not the obstruction. 
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Figure 3.3.  Drawing of obstruction effect in beam. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4.  Calculation of effective obstruction area, νf
~

, using the AERIPROTO and AERI-01 
spectra obtained simultaneously on April 26, 1995, and Eq. (3.14).  The fit is shown as a red 
line.  The fit in the opaque regions is an extrapolation from the window region, and is relatively 
unimportant since the correction is much smaller here (see text and Eq. [3.16]).  The fit uses the 
same average of 17 spectra from the two instruments as in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.5.  Difference spectra between the two instruments on April 26, 1995, after correcting 
for the obstruction, using the same data set as in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.6.  Difference spectra between the two instruments on May 2, 1995, after the 
obstruction was physically removed.  This is an average of nine spectra from each instrument 
taken from 7.4 to 8.8 hours UTC.  Both instruments were outside, so the opaque regions agree 
better than in the April 26, 1995, data. 
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Figure 3.7a.  The calculated correction for April 13, 1994; average of four spectra taken at 
14.7 hours UTC.  This was a cool, very dry night, with an integrated precipitable water of only 
0.6 cm.  Because the window radiance was very low, this correction is likely close to the 
maximum that was applied to the year-long data set. 
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Figure 3.7b.  The calculated correction for April 25, 1994; average of four spectra taken at 
11.6 hours UTC.  This was a cool, wet night, with an integrated precipitable water of 2.9 cm. 
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Figure 3.7c.  The calculated correction for August 18, 1994; average of four spectra taken at 
20.7 hours UTC.  This was a hot, wet day, with an integrated precipitable water of 3.6 cm.  Note 
the different effect in the opaque region from the other two observations (Figure 3.7a, b).  Since 
the obstruction (inside) is cooler than the outside air temperature, the instrument measures less 
radiance than it would without the obstruction; the correction adds it back in. 
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Figure 3.8a.  Estimated errors in the correction for April 13, 1994, 14.7 hours UTC.  The green 
lines show the error due to random temperature fluctuations of the obstruction (Eq. [3.26]).  The 
solid line shows the total error.  The errors are plotted to the same scale as the correction for 
easy comparison.  The temperature conditions inside the chimney are similar to those on the 
day the effective obstruction area was calculated (950426:  T(ABB)=298.2, T(outside)=293.3).  
Thus the ERR1 term of Eq. (3.25) is small. 
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Figure 3.8b.  Estimated errors in the correction for April 25, 1994, 11.6 hours UTC.  The green 
lines show the error due to random temperature fluctuations of the obstruction (Eq. [3.26]).  The 
solid line shows the total error.  This was a night with temperature and humidity conditions 
similar to those on the day the effective obstruction area was calculated (950426:  
T(ABB)=298.2, T(outside)=293.3).  The ERR1 term is even smaller than that in Figure 3.8a. 
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Figure 3.8c.  Estimated errors in the correction for August 18, 1994, 20.7 hours UTC.  The 
green lines show the error due to random temperature fluctuations of the box (Eq. [3.26]).  The 
solid line shows the total error.  This was a hot, wet day.  The temperature conditions were very 
different from those on the day the effective obstruction area was derived (950426:  
T(ABB)=298.2, T(outside)=293.3), so the ERR2 term (Eq. 3.26) is the dominant error source.  
This is likely to be one of the most extreme examples in the AERIPROTO data set, showing the 
largest error that can be expected. 
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4. AERI-00 and AERI-01 Comparison 
 
 This section discusses the period of time during which two AERI instruments were operating 
simultaneously at the ARM SGP CART CF near Billings, Oklahoma. 
 
 The UW deployed an AERI prototype at the CART site on March 15, 1993.  This system remained at 
the site until it was removed on July 26, 1995.  Data from the AERI prototype (also referred to as the 
AERI-00), for the period from April 1994 through May 1995, has been reprocessed to correct for 
problems in the initial data processing (as discussed in an earlier section).  These problems were corrected 
in the real-time processing beginning June 1, 1995. 
 
 On April 25, 1995, the UW deployed a second AERI system, the AERI-01, to the Oklahoma CART 
site as a part of the permanent installation of an AERI facility instrument in the central facility optical 
trailer.  The period April 26 through July 6, 1995, was a checkout period for the AERI-01 system while an 
automated hatch was being installed to allow true continuous sky data collection.  During this period a 
site operator manually opened the hatch over the AERI sky view.  However, all changes to the initial 
AERI-01 real-time processing software were finalized beginning June 1, 1995. 
 
 The period June 1 through July 26, 1995, represents a unique period of instrument intercomparison 
from the SGP CART site.  During this period, two AERI instruments (AERI-00 and AERI-01) were 
operating in a nearly continuous automated manner sampling essentially the same vertical sky view at 
nearly the same times.  The AERI-00 operated from the optical trailer with the same view through the 
ceiling as it had since installation in the optical trailer in December 1993.  The AERI-01 was also 
installed in the optical trailer but in its design configuration, which allows for the scene mirror and 
blackbodies to be outside in the ambient environment rather than inside the air-conditioned trailer as was 
the case for AERI-00.  The other major difference in the systems was the time sampling of the sky view.  
The AERI-01 system sampled the sky at a somewhat faster rate (9 minutes between sky samples as 
opposed to 10 minutes for AERI-00).  This meant that any two sky dwells (3.5 minutes in duration) could 
differ between the two systems by up to 5 minutes.  This is not a problem for intercomparison in clear 
sky, but comparison of cloud radiances was influenced by the lack of time synchronization of the two 
systems. 
 
 An example of the comparison of the AERI-00 and AERI-01 systems during clear, nighttime 
conditions is shown in Figures 4.1 (longwave channel) and 4.2 (shortwave channel).  This example from 
July 12, 1995, is representative of the comparison of the two systems for the entire period of June 1 
through July 27, 1995.  A time period of particularly stable atmospheric conditions was chosen in order to 
perform a long time average of the spectra from each system.  The residual difference between the time 
averaged spectra for the two instruments is a measure of the systematic “error” that existed between the 
AERI prototype (AERI-00) and the final AERI-01 system.  The residual is less than 0.5 mW/(m2 sr cm-1) 
in the longwave channel (500-1500 cm-1) and less than about 0.05 mW/(m2 sr cm-1) in the shortwave 
channel (2000-3000 cm-1).  Since the AERI-01 system includes substantial enhancements over the 
prototype system, it is believed that the residual mainly represents uncertainty in the calibration of the 
prototype (AERI-00) system. 
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 These residual differences are the subject of continuing investigation; however, the size of the 
difference is within the error estimates given in Section 3 for the uncertainty in the sky FOV correction.  
For this reason, it is useful to interpret the error estimates given in Section 3 as applying to the entire 
AERI prototype (AERI-00) operating period April 1994 through July 1995. 
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Figure 4.1.  Comparison of coincident longwave channel observations of the AERI prototype 
(AERI-00) and the AERI CF instrument (AERI-01) obtained at the ARM CART site near Billings, 
Oklahoma.  The radiances shown are averages of 26 spectra from each instrument over the 
time period 07:30 - 11:05 UTC on July 12, 1995.  This example is representative of the 
comparison of the two AERI instruments during the period of intercomparison (June and July 
1995) after the obstruction was physically removed from the AERI prototype sky FOV. 
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Figure 4.2.  Comparison of coincident shortwave channel observations of the AERI prototype 
(AERI-00) and the AERI CF instrument (AERI-01) obtained at the ARM CART site near Billings, 
Oklahoma.  The radiances shown are averages of 26 spectra from each instrument over the 
time period 07:30 - 11:05 UTC on July 12, 1995.  This example is representative of the 
comparison of the two AERI instruments during the period of intercomparison (June and July 
1995) after the obstruction was physically removed from the AERI prototype sky FOV. 
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5. Interactive Data Language Correction Script 
 
 The following script was written in the IDL to serve as the definition of the correction algorithms 
discussed in this document.  The actual implementation of the correction used a c-language program 
based upon the IDL script given below. 
 
;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
;FILE:  aeri00corr.v1.6 
;DATE:  10 Aug 1995 
;AUTH:  R. Knuteson/ B. Whitney 
;       Space Science and Engineering Center 
;       University of Wisconsin - Madison 
;       (608-263-7974) 
; 
PRO  Planck, wn, temp, rad 
; 
;  Planck :  procedure to compute planck blackbody radiance 
;      @ 25 May 1995 UW-Madison SSEC  
;      Version 1.0  ROK  22 May 1995  (based upon Ben's HPLANW) 
; 
;  Input: 
;          wn   = wavenumber (cm-1) 
;          temp = temperature (K) 
;  Output: 
;          rad  = blackbody radiance (mW/(m2 sr cm-1)) 
; 
H=6.6237E-27 
C0=2.99791E+10 
BK=1.38024E-16 
C1=2.*H*C0*C0 
C2=H*C0/BK 
F1=C1*WN*WN*WN 
F2=C2*WN 
RAD=F1/(EXP(F2/TEMP)-1.) 
 
return 
end 
 
PRO  GetEmissivitySpectrum, InputWnum, AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum 
;   
;  GetEmissivitySpectrum :  procedure that returns the correct AERI blackbody cavity emissivity  
;                           spectrum sampled at the wavenumbers given by InputWnum. 
; 
;      @ 25 May 1995 UW-Madison SSEC  
;     Version 1.0  ROK  23 May 1995   
;     Version 1.1  ROK  25 May 1995  spectral emissivity 
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; 
;   Input: 
;               InputWnum = array containing wavenumbers at which to sample. 
;   Output: 
; AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum = array containing blackbody cavity emissivity 
;                            sampled at InputWnum 
; 
;  --  Assignment of Paint Emissivity from UW Sample dated 10/21/91 -- 
;"19May95: Fit to AERI blackbody paint spectral emissivity (sample of 10/21/91)" 
; 
NumSamplePts = 37 
PaintWnum  = [ 500., 600., 700., 740., 765., 800., 850.,  900., 950., $ 
       1000., 1060.,1100., 1150.,1200.,1300.,1400., 1500., 1550., $ 
       1600., 1700., 1732., 1746.,1800.,1850., 1900., 2000.,2100., $ 
       2200.,2300.,2400., 2500.,2600., 2700.,2800.,2900.,3000.,3100. ]        
PaintEmiss = [ 0.918,0.918,0.919,0.921,0.944,0.948,0.949,0.9485,0.948, $ 
      0.9475,0.9485,0.956,0.9686,0.970,0.973,0.974,0.9739,0.9736, $ 
      0.9733,0.9724,0.9717,0.9666,0.915,0.913,0.9142,0.9163,0.919, $ 
       0.925,0.930,0.934,0.9382,0.944,0.9513,0.963,0.972,0.9734,0.9739  ] 
 
;  --  Apply cavity factor to obtain BB cavity emissivity -- 
CavityFactor = 12.79 
CavityEmiss = PaintEmiss/(PaintEmiss+(1-PaintEmiss)/CavityFactor) 
 
;  --  Interpolate to Wnum scale 
Wnum = InputWnum 
WnumSize = size(Wnum) 
Npts = WnumSize(1) 
a = fltarr(Npts) 
 
w  = Wnum 
wp = PaintWnum 
p  = CavityEmiss       
i  = 0 
j  = 0 
;  Increment w() until a point larger than wp(0) is found 
while ((w(i) lt wp(j)) and (i lt Npts)) do begin 
 a(i) = 0.0 
 i=i+1 
endwhile  
;  Linear interpolate at points w() 
while (j lt NumSamplePts-1) do begin 
 while (w(i) le wp(j+1)) do begin 
  m = (p(j+1)-p(j))/(wp(j+1)-wp(j)) 
  a(i) = m * (w(i)-wp(j)) + p(j) 
;print,"i,j:",i,j," w,a:",w(i),a(i) 
  i=i+1 
  if (i ge Npts) then goto, BREAK 
 endwhile 
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j=j+1 
endwhile 
BREAK: 
AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum = a 
 
return 
end 
 
;------------------------------------------------------------- 
PRO  GetObstructionSpectrum, InputWnum, ObstructionSpectrum 
; 
;  GetObstructionSpectrum :  procedure that takes effective obstruction 
; fraction and interpolates to same wavelength scale as the radiance. 
;       The spectrum is sampled at the wavenumbers given by InputWnum. 
; 
;      @ 26 May 1995 UW-Madison SSEC 
; Version 1.0 BAW     26 May 1995 
;       Version 1.1 ROK/BAW 6 July 1995 
;       Version 1.2 ROK/BAW 14 July 1995 
; Version 1.6 BAW     10 Aug 1995 
; 
;   Input: 
;               InputWnum = array containing wavenumbers at which to sample. 
;   Output: 
;   ObstructionSpectrum = array containing effective obstruction area 
;                         sampled at InputWnum 
; 
;  --  Assignment of Effective Obstruction from fit to Aeri00 and Aeri01 data 
; taken on 04/26/95 -- 
; 
NumSamplePts = 37 
WnObs  = [500.000,  760.137,   785.048,     810.000,     814.000,    822.000,$ 
     833.000,     838.428,     847.325,     865.000,     879.574,     891.809,$ 
     909.603,     925.617,     943.411,     948.749,     962.000,     973.660,$ 
     982.557,     996.791,     1016.36,     1034.16,     1057.29,     1073.30,$ 
     1080.42,     1092.88,     1104.00,     1114.23,     1126.68,     1148.04,$ 
     1174.73,     1600.00,     1800.00,     2450.00,     2700.00,     3000.00,$ 
     3100.00] 
 
EffObs = [0.0300000, 0.0300000,  0.0300000,  0.0300000,  0.0305000, 0.0341250,$ 
   0.0377000,   0.0390000,   0.0400000,   0.0420000,   0.0416000,   0.0410000,$ 
   0.0398000,   0.0394000,   0.0391650,   0.0394800,   0.0401100,   0.0399000,$ 
   0.0387450,   0.0373800,   0.0360150,   0.0350700,   0.0340000,   0.0335000,$ 
   0.0339000,   0.0341250,   0.0339000,   0.0327600,   0.0320000,   0.0304500,$ 
   0.0290000,   0.0283500,   0.0584325,   0.0529200,   0.0474075,   0.0220500,$ 
   0.0220500] 
;  --  Interpolate to Wnum scale 
Wnum = InputWnum 
WnumSize = size(Wnum)
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Npts = WnumSize(1) 
a = fltarr(Npts) 
 
w  = Wnum 
wp = WnObs 
p  = EffObs 
i  = 0 
j  = 0 
;  Increment w() until a point larger than wp(0) is found 
while ((w(i) lt wp(j)) and (i lt Npts)) do begin 
 a(i) = 0.0 
 i=i+1 
endwhile 
;  Linear interpolate at points w() 
while (j lt NumSamplePts-1) do begin 
 while (w(i) le wp(j+1)) do begin 
  m = (p(j+1)-p(j))/(wp(j+1)-wp(j)) 
  a(i) = m * (w(i)-wp(j)) + p(j) 
;print,"i,j:",i,j," w,a:",w(i),a(i) 
  i=i+1 
  if (i ge Npts) then goto, BREAK 
 endwhile 
j=j+1 
endwhile 
BREAK: 
ObstructionSpectrum = a 
 
return 
end 
 
;------------------------------------------------------------- 
PRO  aeri00_correction, $ 
       InputSpectrum, InputWnum, $ 
       OrigHotTemp, OrigColdTemp, OrigReflTemp, $ 
       OrigHotEmissivity, OrigColdEmissivity, $ 
       OutsideTemp, $ 
       delspect, $ 
       NewHotTemp, NewColdTemp, NewReflTemp, $ 
       TempGrad, ApexWeight, $ 
       ObscuredFOVfraction, TemperatureOfObscuration, $ 
       BBCorr, FOVCorr, TotalCorr, CorrectedSpectrum, $ 
       ErrorCorr, Error1, Error2 
; 
;    aeri00_correction :  procedure to apply required corrections to 
;                         AERI-00 data at SGP CART. 
; 
;                         @ 23 May 1995 UW-Madison SSEC  
;                         Version 1.0   ROK  23 May 1995 
;                         Version 1.1   ROK  24 May 1995 
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;                         Version 1.3   BAW  26 May 1995 
;                         Version 1.4   ROK       6 Jul 1995 
;                         Version 1.5   ROK/BAW   14 Jul 1995 
;       Version 1.6   BAW       10 Aug 1995 
;  Description: 
;    This procedure implements (in IDL) an algorithm for the correction of 
;    data collected by the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer 
;    prototype (serial number 00) at the SGP CART site near Billings, OK. 
; 
;    The correction is in two parts.  The first part represents a correction 
;    to the modelled radiance of the hot blackbody cavity used in the calibration 
;    of sky radiance.  The change in the modeling of the blackbody reflects an 
;    improvement in the knowledge of the cavity effective temperature and emissivity. 
;    The second part of the correction is to account for an obstruction of the 
;    sky field of view that was present in data from 12 Apr 1994 until the obstruction 
;    was removed on April 28, 1995.  The obstruction is modelled as an emissive blackbody 
;    at near ambient temperature which is replacing the sky radiance for a fraction 
;    of the sky field of view. 
; 
;  Input: 
;        InputSpectrum = Input radiance spectrum to correct  (mean_rad) 
;        InputWnum     = Wavenumber scale of input spectrum  (wnum) 
;        OrigHotTemp   = Original hot  blackbody temperature (hotBBTemp) 
;        OrigColdTemp  = Original cold blackbody temperature (coldBBTemp) 
;        OrigReflTemp  = Original reflected      temperature (reflectedTemp) 
;   OrigHotEmissivity  = Original hot  emissivity (Hot_Blackbody_Emissivity) 
;  OrigColdEmissivity  = Original cold emissivity (Cold_Blackbody_Emissivity) 
;          OutsideTemp = Temperature of obstruction 
;       FractEffObsErr = Fractional error in effective obstruction area spectrum 
;                        (spectrum) 
; 
;  Output: 
;         NewHotTemp   = New hot  blackbody temperature  
;         NewColdTemp  = New cold blackbody temperature  
;         NewReflTemp  = New reflected      temperature  
;            TempGrad  = Blackbody cavity temperature gradient 
;          ApexWeight  = Cavity Apex weighting factor 
; ObscuredFOVfraction   = Fraction of instrument field of view obstructed  
;                        (spectrum) 
; TemperatureOfObscuration= Temperature of Obscuration 
;              BBCorr  = Spectral difference due to blackbody correction only  
;                        (spectrum) 
;             FOVCorr  = Spectral difference due to FOV obstruction correction  
;                        only (spectrum) 
;           TotalCorr  = Spectral difference from combined correction effects  
;                        (spectrum) 
;   CorrectedSpectrum  = Final Corrected Spectrum (spectrum) 
;            ErrorCorr = Error in TotalCorr; two parts (spectrum) 
;         Error1 = Error due to temperature uncertainty in effective  
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;                        obstruction area calculation (spectrum) 
;         Error2 = Error due to temperature uncertainty of box (spectrum) 
; 
;  Procedures required: 
;                  Planck = procedure to compute planck radiance function 
;   GetEmissivitySpectrum = procedure to compute cavity emissivity from paint sample 
;  GetObstructionSpectrum = procedure to compute obstruction fraction function 
; 
Wnum = InputWnum 
OrigSpectrum = InputSpectrum 
GetEmissivitySpectrum, Wnum, AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum 
;print, Wnum, AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum 
; 
;  Part  I:  Correction for blackbody temperature gradient and spectral emissivity 
; 
TempGrad   = 0.24   ; based mostly on measurements in the cavity, but reasonably 
;                 consistent with the value derived from a thermal model (0.18). 
ApexWeight = 0.786  ; based upon field of view calculations 
 
BBgradientCorrection = TempGrad*ApexWeight 
NewHotTemp  = OrigHotTemp - BBgradientCorrection 
NewColdTemp = OrigColdTemp 
NewReflTemp = OrigReflTemp  
 
planck, Wnum, OrigHotTemp, OrigHotPlanck 
planck, Wnum, OrigColdTemp, OrigColdPlanck 
planck, Wnum, OrigReflTemp, OrigReflPlanck 
OrigHotBBrad  = OrigHotEmissivity*OrigHotPlanck   + (1-OrigHotEmissivity)*OrigReflPlanck 
OrigColdBBrad = OrigColdEmissivity*OrigColdPlanck + (1-OrigColdEmissivity)*OrigReflPlanck 
 
planck, Wnum, NewHotTemp, NewHotPlanck 
planck, Wnum, NewColdTemp, NewColdPlanck 
planck, Wnum, NewReflTemp, NewReflPlanck 
NewHotBBrad  = AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum*NewHotPlanck  + (1-AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum)*NewReflPlanck 
NewColdBBrad = AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum*NewColdPlanck + (1-
AERIbbEmissivitySpectrum)*NewReflPlanck 
 
New2OrigRatio = (NewHotBBrad-NewColdBBrad)/(OrigHotBBrad-OrigColdBBrad) 
NewSpectrum  = New2OrigRatio*(OrigSpectrum - OrigColdBBrad) + NewColdBBrad 
 
BBCorr = NewSpectrum - OrigSpectrum 
; 
;  Part II:  Correction for Field of View (FOV) Obstruction 
; 
; The reflection function for the obstruction is wavelength dependent. 
; We calculate this and fold it into the obstruction area to give 
; an effective obstruction fraction to the FOV. 
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; first interpolate effective obstruction to wavelength scale of radiation 
GetObstructionSpectrum, Wnum, ObscuredFOVfraction 
 
; calculate temperature of obstruction = weighting of ambient Blackbody and 
; outside temperature 
weight = 0.5 
TemperatureOfObscuration = weight*(NewColdTemp)+(1.-weight)*OutsideTemp  
 
planck, Wnum, TemperatureOfObscuration, ObscurationRad 
 
CorrectedSpectrum = (NewSpectrum - (ObscuredFOVfraction)*ObscurationRad)/(1.-ObscuredFOVfraction) 
 
FOVCorr   = CorrectedSpectrum - NewSpectrum 
TotalCorr  = CorrectedSpectrum - OrigSpectrum 
 
; ---- error estimates 
const=ObscuredFOVfraction/(1.-ObscuredFOVfraction) 
delweight=0.5 
;day 0, 950426 
;Tboxday0=weight*298.186+(1.-weight)*293.282 
Tboxday0=295.734 
planck, Wnum, Tboxday0, BBday0 
delTday0=298.186-293.282 
t1=delweight*delTday0 
planck, Wnum, Tboxday0-t1, delBBday0 
delBBday0=BBday0-delBBday0 
;today 
t1=delweight*(NewColdTemp-OutsideTemp) 
planck, Wnum, TemperatureOfObscuration-t1, delBB 
delBB=ObscurationRad-delBB 
; systematic error due to uncertainty in *knowledge* of value of weight 
; adds or cancels depending on if delBB is positive 
stuff=(OrigSpectrum-ObscurationRad)/delspect 
Error1=const*(stuff*delBBday0 - delBB) 
 
;error due to *variation* of weight in time--assume this 
; is a random variation 
delweight=0.2 
t1=delweight*delTday0 
planck, Wnum, Tboxday0-t1, delBBday0 
delBBday0=BBday0-delBBday0 
t1=delweight*(NewColdTemp-OutsideTemp) 
planck, Wnum, TemperatureOfObscuration-t1, delBB 
delBB=ObscurationRad-delBB 
Error2=const*(abs(stuff*delBBday0) + abs(delBB)) 
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ErrorCorr = abs(Error1) + abs(Error2) 
; ---- done with errors 
 
return 
end 
;------------------------------------------------------------- 
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